We discuss the fluid dynamical approach to nuclear giant resonances using imposed scahng type oscillations. We calculate the response of the intrinsic kinetic energy to the lsoscalar twist mode (a rrr = 2-) quantum mechanically and show that for thxs mode as well as for the lowest normal parity modes (a rrr = 0 +, 1-and 2+), the static single particle effects lead to the same restoring forces as they have been obtained in semlclasslcal calculatmns from the dlstortmns of the local Fermi surface in momentum space
The refined experimental measurements of nuclear giant resonances (see ref. [1] for a recent review) have raised much interest in the theoretical description of these exmtation modes within nuclear fluid dynamical models [1] [2] [3] [4] . Studying imposed collective oscillations of the nucleus defined through generalized scaling transformahons [5 ] of the wave functions, Holzwarth and Eckart [3] (in the following abbreviated as HE) stressed the importance of what they called dynamical corrections to the ThomasFermi method due to distortions of the local Fermi surface m momentum space. These lead to additional restoring forces, compared to usual hydrodynamms, for normal parity modes with J ~> 2 and for all anomal panty modes. The close connection of this mechanism to that of zero sound was stressed by Eckart et al. [4] and further discussed in detail by Jennings and Jackson [6] .
In this note we shall focus on the twist mode (j~r = 2-) and demonstrate that for this mode, as well as for the few lowest normal parity modes, the additional restoring forces derived by HE from the distortion of the Fermi surface are identical with those obtained if the static single particle or shell effects of the intrinsm kinetic energy are taken into account in an exact quantum-mechanical way. For notatmnal simplimty, we shall use the mdependent particle (Hartree-Fock) picture; the arguments are unchanged if one starts from many-body wave functions as done in ref. [3] .
The essential assumption of the imposed collective scaling modes is that during the oscillations of the nucleus, all static wave functions are scaled m phase 
and the total intrinsic kinetic energy is then given by r~ = f r (~, r) d 3r.
(3) HE [3] calculated Ta semiclasswally using the extended Thomas-Fermi approximation [7] of the Wigner distribution function, hereby taking explicitly into account the deformation of the momentum distribution. However, there is a priori no need for this semiclasslcal treatment, since the simplicity of the scaling transformations eq. (1) for the modes with lowest multiplicity allows to express the scaled wave functions ~o~ (a, r)in a closed form as the static ~oi(r' ) as functions of transformed coordinates r'(a) (times a multiplicative factor in the monopole case). We shall restrict ourselves to isoscalar modes only and list in the following, for the sake of completeness also for normal parity modes with J~ = 0 ÷, 1 -and 2 ÷, the velocity fields u(r) together with the scaled wave functions ~oi(a, r). (We use the same symbol for the collective variable a in all modes; the fact that it has different dimensions in different cases should not cause confusion.)
Monopole' u = r = (x, y, z), ~0 z (or, r) = e3a/2 ~0 i (eax, eay, eaz) ;
~pi(a,r)=~oi(x,y,z +t~);
axial quadrupole:
nonaxlal quadrupole: u = (x, -y, 0), ~o i (c~, r) = ~0 i (eax, e-ay, z); twist:
U=(zy,-zx, O), ~oi(a,r)=~i(x',y',z' ).
(Note that these results are exact to all powers in cc) For the twist mode, the coordinates r' are the result1 of a rotation around the z axis about an angle w = az:
x' = x cos(olz) + y sin(az) , y' = -x sin(az) +y cos(otz),
Inserting the explicit forms of ~oi(a, r) of eq. (4) into r(t~, r) eq. (2), it is a straightforward matter to calculate the total kinetic energy Ta, eq. (3) as an integral over derivatives of the unscaled functions ~oi(r) and some explicit functions of a. If one assumes the nucleus in its equilibrium state at a = 0 to be spherical with filled j shells, one gets for the normal parity modes the following results for the exact kinetic energy Ta :
with monopole"
f(a) = 1
axial quadrupole: f(a) = -~(2e 2a + e -4~)
For the monopole, the dipole and the axial quadrupole, these results were also obtained in connection with the sum rule approach [8] . Exactly the same relations between the semiclassical kinetic energies Ta and TO were obtained by HE [3] .
For the twist mode, we find with eqs. (4) and (5) I Vr~Oi( a, r) l 2 = I Vr'~O, (r')l 2 + 2oth -1 Im (a~o;(x')/az'] lz,~Ot(r'))
which is again exact to all orders in a. If the system has axial symmetry around the z axis, the term linear in a in eq. (8) is identically zero, and we obtain for the exact kinetic energy
For a spherical nucleus with/'f/led/-shells, we get Ta = TO + c~2(h2/2m) 1 ~ (21 + 1) l/(lj + 1), (10) 1 occ where the sum goes over the occupied/-shells and l / is the orbital angular momentum belonging to each shell. (Note that the s-states do not contribute to the restoring force in Ta!)
We now proceed to calculate the sum of matrix elements in eq. 
and thus
which is the result of HE [3] . We have thus shown for the twist mode, too, that the approach of HE using the distortion of the Fermi surface is no more and no less than a clever way of taking into account the shell effects m the intrinsic kmetic energy (which are just the static ones!), without having to deal with wave functions. The giant resonance (peak) energxes are identified in the fired dynamical scaling model with the oscdlator frequencies However, as shown by Abgrall et al. [9] for all the normal parity scaling modes discussed above, ldenncally the same mass parameters are also obtained with the purely microscopical Inghs-crankmg formula [if the quantum-mechamcal densines p are used in eq (17)]. For the quadrupole and twist modes, the main contnbunon to the "spring constants" C, defined by C = (a2/~ 2) fd3r 6 lntr(a, r)is=0, (18) comes from the intrinsic kinetic energy T~. Surface and r-dependent terms in the potential energy as well as the spin-orbit energy give relatavely small corrections (the latter two also for the twist mode!). The main success of the fired dynamical approach with the imposed scaling modes lies m the fact that the correct factor f(a) in eq. (6) -which is different in usual hydrodynamics -is necessary to obtain the correct order of magnitude and the approxtmate A-1/3 dependence of the grant quadrupole resonance energy.
In a self-consistent fluid dynamical description [4] PHYSICS LETTERS 31 March 1983 the collective modes are not imposed but determined by solving the dynamical Euler variational equations. The numerical results of HE and collaborators [4] show, the variational eigenfrequencies hw (jr) being only some 5-10% lower than those of the Imposed scahng modes, that the essential features of the giant resonance modes are rather well described by the scaling model. The main source for the restoring forces is, in the self-consistent approach, too, the distortion of the local Fermi surface. Thus, the qualitative picture is not changed m the more refined variational approach.
For the understanding of the mechanisms leading to the giant resonances in magic closed-shell nuclei, we believe it to be rather Important to realize that the fluid dynamical model, m its essential input, is completely equivalent to that defined by the collective hamiltoman
using for V(~) the scaled stanc intrinsic (e.g. HartreeFock) energy meludlng shell effects, and for B the corresponding cranking mass parameters, the whole quannzed in the harmonic approxlmataon. In this picture, the essential dynamtcal input is not the deformation of the local Fermi surface, since this is just a consequence of static shell effects, but the ve~ assumpnon of the scahng like nature of the collective modes under consideration. Our interpretanon is in no way contradictory to the fluid dynamical model and its interpretation in terms of zero sound [4, 6] . On the contrary, it allows for a unification with the standard view point of the shell-correction method [10] , where the static deformarion energy -i.e. here V(a) in eq. (19) -is a sum of a smooth, liquid drop model type part fully compatible with the extended Thomas-Fermi model (see ref. [11 ] ), and a fluctuating part coming from the single-particle structure such as it is precisely included m the above expressions of the intrinsic kinetic energy T~. The scaling model is, of course, only able to describe that part of the static deformation energy V(a) around the mimmum in whach no level crossings occur at the Fermi energy. It therefore works especially well in pronouncedly magic spherical nuclei where the shell effect IS sufficiently strong so that no level crossings occur during small-amplitude oscillations.
In large-amphtude processes, such as fission, where many level crossings occur and the single particle states are reoccupied -at least m the adiabatic limitrestoring forces and Inertial parameters are changed from their fluid dynamical values and strongly depend on residual interactions. The description of these effects may be attempted by including quasiparticle components In the fluid (or single-particle) dynamical model. Such an approach is presently under investigation and will be published elsewhere [12] .
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